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Abstract
Background: The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) has utilized DoD Human
Factors Analysis and Classification System (DoD-HFACS) to help identify and classify
human factors that may have caused or contributed to aircraft mishaps since 2005.
Method: In this study 22 military officers used DOD-HFACS to classify information
obtained from an interview with an individual who had been involved in an aviation
incident in which the potential for serious injury had been high. Results: It was found that
although the overall inter-rater reliability was generally acceptable (as reflected by a
mean Fleiss’ kappa of 0.76), and there were high levels of agreement regarding the
factors that did not contribute to the incident (there was agreement of 50% or greater
between raters for 84.4% of unselected nanocodes), the level of agreement on the factors
that did cause the incident as classified using DOD-HFACS were lower than desirable
(agreement of 50% or greater between raters that a particular nanocode was causal was
found only for a mean of 22.5% of selected nanocodes). Discussion: The findings from
this study are consistent with the small number of other studies reporting an evaluation of
the reliability of DOD-HFACS. It is recommended that organizations must evaluate the
reliability and validity of mishap coding systems, as applied by the proposed end-users,
prior to the widespread adoption of a system. It is only through the accurate identification
of mishap causal factors that informed decisions can be made to prevent future mishaps.
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INTRODUCTION
The need for high-risk organizations to collect reliable and valid mishap data is
crucial to improving workplace safety. Further, given that human error is a factor in 80 to
90 percent of all work-related of mishaps (12.13), mishap classification systems must be
able to accurately and reliably capture the human factors causes of mishaps. The mishap
analysis should allow an organization to draw the right conclusions and prevent similar
mishaps from occurring in the future (part of what Reason (13) describes as a learning
culture).
In an effort to reliably classify the human factors causes of mishaps, U.S. Naval
aerospace medicine has utilized the Human Factors Analysis and Classification System
(HFACS; 3). HFACS has a hierarchical structure based upon Reason’s (12)
organizational model of human error. A full discussion regarding the theory and structure
of the HFACS taxonomy is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader is therefore
referred to (3) for more detail. Pairs of well-trained experts have demonstrated acceptable
levels of reliability using HFACS to classify the causes of aviation mishaps (6, 15).
However, the lack of in-depth detail (granularity) of HFACS led to criticism of the
system’s ability to detect specific operational problems and suggest interventions (1).
The lack of granularity of HFACS was addressed by the U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD; Navy, Marine Corps, Army, Air Force, Cost Guard, and Department of
Homeland Security) Aviation Safety Improvement Task Force. The Task Force added an
additional level of classification to HFACS that allowed for more detailed analysis. The
purpose of the nanocodes is to allow the specific identification, and classification, of each
specific mishap causal factor. For each HFACS category between 1 and 16 associated
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nanocodes were developed (there are a total of 147). To illustrate, the six nanocodes
associated with the category of ‘skill based errors’ are: ‘inadvertent operation’, ‘checklist
error’, ‘procedural error’, ‘overcontrol/undercontrol’, ‘breakdown in visual scan’, and
‘inadequate anti-g straining maneuver’ (see 3 for more details and definitions of the
nanocodes). This adaption to HFACS was called DOD-HFACS, and it was agreed in
2005 by the U.S. DoD to use DOD-HFACS to classify all mishaps (8).
Two studies of DOD-HFACS reliability have been reported in the literature.
Hughes et al (5) examined the inter-rater reliability between four professional safety
investigators and safety policy consultants. DOD-HFACS was used to classify 54 U.S.
Air Force mishaps. It was found that only 52% of the nanocodes had a reliability greater
than the 0.60 kappa coefficient recommended by Wiegmann and Shappell (16).
O’Connor (8) examined the inter-rater reliability and accuracy of 123 naval
aviators who used DOD-HFACS to identify the human factors causes of two aviation
mishap scenarios. It was found that the inter-rater reliability was acceptable for the
majority of the nanocodes that were not considered to be causal to the mishap. However,
for the small number of nanocodes of which at least half of the subjects thought applied
to the mishap, acceptable levels of inter-rater reliability were not achieved. O’Connor (8)
recommended that there was a need for more parsimony of the DOD-HFACS, increased
mutual exclusivity of nanocodes, and training was required to use the system effectively.
The purpose of the current study was to utilize DOD-HFACS in a manner that is
closer to how it would be applied by an investigator of a real mishap, than by the two
studies described above, to assess the inter-rater reliability and accuracy of the system as
used by trained users with a background in human factors. Some efforts were made to
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increase the parsimony of the version of DOD-HFACS used in the current study.
Although the version of DOD-HFACS used had the same nanocodes as the original
DOD-HFACS, the definitions had been simplified by mishap analysts from the U.S.
Naval Safety Center with the goal of making them clear to someone who was not a
human factors expert (see 7 for the nanocode definitions).

METHOD

Subjects
A total of 22 military officers participated in the study. All of the subjects were
junior military officers enrolled in the Human Systems Integration Master’s program at
the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Prior relevant education completed
as part of the Master’s was: 12 week courses in ‘human factors in design’, and ‘individual
performance’, and four weeks of a course in ‘team performance.’ The study was judged
to be exempt from review by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) by the Vice-Chairman
of the Naval Postgraduate School IRB.

Procedure
As a graded assignment within the course entitled ‘survivability, habitability,
environmental safety, and occupational health’, the students were required to use DODHFACS to identify the human factors causes of an aviation incident. The assignment was
given during the fourth week of the course. Four hours of classroom time was specifically
devoted to hands-on training in the use of DOD-HFACS to investigate a mishap, and one
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hour of instruction in the use of the Critical Incident Technique (CIT) interview (the
training was carried out in a tutorial style).
The subjects carried out a CIT interview with a U.S. Navy officer who had been
involved in a rotary wing flying incident where the potential for death or serious injury
had been high. The CIT interview is a task analysis method used for evaluating systems
and behavior in work environments. CIT interviews have been shown to be an effective
method for eliciting information about mishaps, or near-misses, in operational
environments (9, 10). The reader is referred to references 9, and 10 for detailed accounts
of the CIT interview technique. The CIT interviews were carried out by groups of three
or four students. Each group created a single transcript of the interview.
The mishap causal factors identified in the transcript were classified individually
using the nanocodes from the revised DOD-HFACS. The nanocodes were presented in
the form of a flip book (see 7) that was given to each subject. The subjects were provided
with the following instructions for using DOD-HFACS, “use your group’s interview
transcript to carry out an analysis using DOD-HFACS. Work on your own. Identify a
minimum of four [unsafe] ACTS. Then for each [unsafe] ACT identify the
PRECONDITIONS, SUPERVISORY, and ORGANIZATIONAL failures for each
individual [unsafe] ACT. Write down the nanocode chosen, and provide a three or four
sentence justification for your choice of each nanocode.”

Data analysis
The reliability between the raters was calculated using the multi-rater kappa free
(κ free). The multirater κ free uses the same observed probability as Fleiss’ (4) kappa, but
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the expected probability is 1/k (where k is equal to the number of categories; see 11 for
more details). Multirater κ free is appropriate for situations in which the rater does not
know a priori the quantity of cases that should be distributed into each category.
Multirater κ free can take values of -1 to 1. A value of zero is indicative of agreement at
chance, greater than zero better than chance, and less than zero worse than chance.
The percentage agreement between the raters was independently examined for
those nanocodes that the respondents believed to be causal to the incident, and among the
nanocodes that the respondents did not think contributed to the incident.

RESULTS
A total of 18 of the 22 responses were analyzed. To be included in the analysis
the student must have followed the instructions, and received a grade of A minus or
above. Of the 72 usable sets of causal factors (a set being defined as the precondition,
supervisory, and organizational influence nanocodes that were selected in association
with a particular act level nanocode), there were 12 act level nanocodes for which at least
two raters agreed were causal to the mishap (see Table I). The mean number of
nanocodes selected for each set of causal factors was 1.46 at the precondition level, 1.09
at the supervisory level, and 0.63 at the organizational influence level.
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Table I. Frequency with which respondents agreed that the act level nanocodes were
causal to the incident.

Violations

Perception
errors

Judgment &
decision making
errors

Skill based
errors

Category

Nanocode
Unintended operation of equipment
Checklist not followed correctly
Procedure not followed correctly
Over control/under control
Breakdown in visual scan
Inadequate anti-g straining maneuver
Inadequate real-time risk assessment
Failure to prioritize tasks
Rushed a necessary action
Delayed a necessary action
Ignored a caution/warning
Wrong choice of action during an
operations

Freq. identified
2
1
5
2
1
0
10
2
4
2
3
3

Incorrect response to a misperception

0

Work-around violation

3

Widespread/routine violation

18

Extreme violation

16

Table II summarizes the reliability and agreement among the raters for the nanocodes and
categories at each DOD-HFACS level (a category was deemed to be causal if at least one
of the nanocodes in that category was selected as causal to the incident).
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Table II. Mean rater reliability and agreement amongst the ratings for DOD-HFACS levels 2, 3, and 4.
Mean
κ free

Mean %
unselected

Mean %
selected

Level 2: Preconditions
0.78
81.0
19.0
Physical environment (11)*
1.00
99.5
0.5
Technological environment (8)
0.98
99.5
0.5
Cognitive factors (6)
1.00
100
0
Psycho-behavioral factors (12)
0.63
86.4
13.6
Adverse physiological state (8)
0.94
98.8
1.2
Physical/mental limitations (5)
1.00
100
0.0
Perceptual factors (11)
0.98
99.6
0.4
Coordination/communication/
0.72
81.3
18.7
planning factor (15)
Self imposed stress (16)
1.00
100
0
Level 3: Supervision
-0.01
51.3
48.7
Inadequate supervision (6)
0.61
85.5
14.5
Planned inappropriate actions (2)
-0.71
59.8
40.2
Failed to correct a known problem (7)
0.81
94.6
5.4
Supervisory violations (4)
0.72
90.9
9.1
Level 4: Organizational influence
0.19
70.0
30.0
Resources/acquisition management (9)
0.98
99.6
0.4
Organizational climate (5)
0.58
83.0
17.0
Organizational processes (6)
0.72
93.4
6.6
*values in parentheses represents the number of nanocodes in each category.

Mean unselected
≥ 50%
100%
agreement (%)
agreement (%)
78.7
68.0
100
98.5
100
89.6
100
98.6
84.6
55.1
100
94.8
100
100
100
99.2

Mean selected
≥ 50%
100%
agreement (%)
agreement (%)
63.4
22.0
7.7
0
0
0
0
0
30.9
1.5
15.4
0.0
0
0.0
8.3
0.0

90.5

68.0

12.9

3.2

100
39.8
77.0
44.0
100
71.1
43.1
96.7
78.5
100

100
8.0
50.2
12.9
73.8
54.1
19.3
94.0
40.7
72.2

0
63.0
34.3
52.4
18.2
23.5
50.0
0
28.1
19.2

0
10.9
5.7
9.5
0
0
3.8
0
6.3
0
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The mean κ free column in Table II was calculated by taking the mean κ free
between the raters for each category for the set of selected, and unselected, nanocodes
associated with each of the 12 act level nanocodes that at least two raters agreed were
causal to the mishap. This averaging method was also used to calculate the mean values
for all of the other columns in Table II. The mean percentage of unselected, and selected,
nanocodes are in columns three and four of Table II respectively. Columns five and six of
Table II show the mean number of nanocodes for which there was 50% or greater
agreement and 100% agreement amongst raters for the unselected nanocodes
respectively. The final two columns in Table II shows the mean number of selected
nanocodes for which there was greater than 50% or greater agreement and 100%
agreement respectively.

DISCUSSION
From the summary data presented in Table II it can be seen that acceptable levels
of reliability were found for the majority of the categories. The authors believe that this
finding is largely due to the fact that the majority of nanocodes are not selected. The high
levels of agreement among the unselected nanocodes serves to mask the much lower
levels of agreement surrounding nanocodes that were selected as being causal to the
mishap (see Table II for the agreement levels for selected nanocodes). Similar
conclusions were drawn by O’Connor (8). However, it should be noted that the subjects
in the current study had received more training in DOD-HFACS and had received more
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education in human factors and human performance limitations than the subjects in the
O’Connor (8) study.
It could be argued that the fact that the subjects were basing their analysis on
different CIT interviews introduces variability into the DOD-HFACS coding of the
mishap. This is certainly possible. However, the interviewee carefully read the transcripts
of each of the interviews, and found them to be very similar, with no major discrepancies.
The high levels of agreement between the majority of unselected nanocodes is
unsurprising. To illustrate, if the physical environment was clearly not causal to a mishap,
there is high levels of reliability and agreement between raters. Rejecting potential causes
is an important early step in mishap investigating. “The first thing the Aviation Mishap
Board must do is discuss everything that could possibly have led to the mishap, then
reject those things too remote to consider” (p.6-20; 2). However, it is crucial for mishap
investigators to then go on to reliably identify the causes of the mishap.
From Table II it can be seen that, similar to the findings of O’Connor (8), the
levels of agreement between raters for selected nanocodes is much lower than would be
desirable. This was the case despite the fact the raters were in complete agreement at the
ACT level. The ability to reliably classify the cause of a mishap is fully as important as
reliably rejecting potential mishap causal factors (8). Further, examining the reliability at
the category level also suggests that coding the nanocodes seemed to have a detrimental
effect on the reliability at the category level for the supervisory and organizational
influence levels in this study. Li and Harris (6) make the point that mishap investigators
may have difficulty identifying abstract concepts such as ‘operational tempo/workload’
and linking this back to the cause of the mishap. However, in studies utilizing HFACS, in
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which there are no nanocodes, pairs of well trained raters were able to reach acceptable
levels of agreement (6, 15).
To address the unreliability of selected nanocodes, we propose that each of the
147 nanocodes that are in DOD-HFACS should be scrutinized with respect to two
questions. Firstly, is it possible for a user with moderate amounts of training to reliably
make the distinction between a particular nanocode and other similar nanocodes?
Secondly, does the distinction between similar nanocodes matter from a safety
improvement perspective? By scrutinizing each nanocode in this manner we believe that
the number of nanocodes can be greatly reduced through discarding or combining similar
nanocodes. We believe that simplifying DOD-HFACS though the reduction of the
number of nanocodes and increasing the mutual exclusivity of the remaining nanocodes
will have a beneficial effect on the reliability of chosen nanocodes.
We believe that the reliability of DOD-HFACS at the category level could be
further improved through changing the construction of the supporting documentation and
associated training. The DoD HFACS flip book (7) should be separated into two distinct
sections. The first section should only consist of the 20 DOD-HFACS categories and
definitions. The nanocodes should be listed in the second part of the flip book. The
training must emphasize that the appropriate category should be selected first, prior to
identifying the particular causal factors at the nanocode level. These changes will help
create a distinction between the two levels, and hopefully prevent users from focusing on
the nanocode level.
The findings from this study are limited in that only a single incident was coded
utilizing DoD-HFACS. Also, the respondents identified the causal factors on their own.
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This does not reflect how a mishap is investigated in the ‘real world’ in which a mishap
board would decide as a group on the causes of a mishap. Given that there is a large
literature on the effects of teams on decision making, the reliability and validity of
mishap classification systems as used by groups versus individuals is something that
should be examined. Nevertheless, despite these limitations, the finding that trained raters
were unable to use DOD-HFACS to reliably identify the causes of mishaps is consistent
with the lack of reliability between users reported by Hughes et al (5) and O’Connor (8).

CONCLUSION
Problems with the reliability of mishap coding systems are not confined to DODHFACS, but have been recognized as an issue common to many mishap classification
systems (14). It is recommended that organizations should evaluate the reliability and
validity of mishap coding systems, as applied by the proposed end-users, prior to the
widespread adoption of a system. Moreover, if changes are made to the coding system,
the reliability and validity must be re-examined. It is only through the accurate
identification of mishap causal factors that informed decisions can be made to prevent
future mishaps.
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